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ABSTRACT: Background: The landscape of neuro-
physiological symptoms and behavioral biomarkers in
basal ganglia signals for movement disorders is expan-
ding. The clinical translation of sensing-based deep brain
stimulation (DBS) also requires a thorough understanding
of the anatomical organization of spectral biomarkers
within the subthalamic nucleus (STN).
Objectives: The aims were to systematically investigate
the spectral topography, including a wide range of sub-
bands in STN local field potentials (LFP) of Parkinson’s
disease (PD) patients, and to evaluate its predictive per-
formance for clinical response to DBS.
Methods: STN-LFPs were recorded from 70 PD patients
(130 hemispheres) awake and at rest using multicontact
DBS electrodes. A comprehensive spatial characteriza-
tion, including hot spot localization and focality estima-
tion, was performed for multiple sub-bands (delta, theta,
alpha, low-beta, high-beta, low-gamma, high-gamma,
and fast-gamma (FG) as well as low- and fast high-fre-
quency oscillations [HFO]) and compared to the clinical
hot spot for rigidity response to DBS. A spectral bio-
marker map was established and used to predict the
clinical response to DBS.

Results: The STN shows a heterogeneous topographic
distribution of different spectral biomarkers, with the
strongest segregation in the inferior-superior axis. Rela-
tive to the superiorly localized beta hot spot, HFOs (FG,
slow HFO) were localized up to 2 mm more inferiorly.
Beta oscillations are spatially more spread compared to
other sub-bands. Both the spatial proximity of contacts
to the beta hot spot and the distance to higher-frequency
hot spots were predictive for the best rigidity response
to DBS.
Conclusions: The spatial segregation and properties of
spectral biomarkers within the DBS target structure can
additionally be informative for the implementation of
next-generation sensing-based DBS. © 2023 The
Authors. Movement Disorders published by Wiley Period-
icals LLC on behalf of International Parkinson and Move-
ment Disorder Society.

Key Words: adaptive deep brain stimulation; closed-
loop deep brain stimulation; local field potentials;
subthalamic nucleus; Parkinson’s disease; deep brain
stimulation programming
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Abbreviations
A alpha
CE clinical efficacy
CT computed tomography
D delta
DBS deep brain stimulation
FG fast-gamma
HB high-beta
HFO high-frequency oscillations
HG high-gamma
LB low-beta
LFP local field potentials
LG low-gamma
MER microelectrode recording
MNI Montreal Neurological Institute space
MRI magnetic resonance imaging
OVL overlap
PD Parkinson’s disease
PSD power spectral density
SD standard deviation
STN subthalamic nucleus
T theta

Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is an established therapy
for the treatment of advanced stages of movement and
neuropsychiatric disorders such as Parkinson’s disease
(PD).1 Disadvantages of the state-of-the-art DBS include
laborious manual programming procedures as well as the
lack of automatic current adjustment to the fluctuating
symptom and neurophysiological states.2 The next gener-
ation of DBS could overcome these limitations using
brain-sense–guided programming3-5 and closed-loop
adaptive DBS (aDBS).6,7 The clinical implementation of
user-friendly and robust next-generation DBS tools
requires a thorough characterization of potential symp-
tom biomarkers.8 Basal ganglia beta activity is the single
best-described symptom biomarker for indexing
bradykinesia and rigidity, with a large body of evidence
accumulated over the past 20 years.9-11 However, most
movement disorders, for which DBS is used, are charac-
terized by a variety of symptoms, and the landscape of
spectral symptom biomarkers is steadily increasing.8,12,13

The higher-frequency domain such as finely tuned
gamma activity has been linked to the occurrence of dys-
kinesia14-16 and high-frequency oscillations (HFO) to
tremor.17 HFOs can further be categorized into slow and
fast HFO, with slow HFO (SHFO) being more elevated
in the off medication state compared to fast HFO
(FHFO).18,19 The lower end of the spectrum, including
alpha and theta oscillations, has been attributed to non
motor symptoms such as impulsivity or emotional
processing.20-22 Spectral features may also show an
inverse relationship to symptoms; for example, in con-
trast to beta oscillations, high power in HFOs is

associated with a lower degree of akinesia.23,24 This biva-
lent association between spectral markers and symptoms
is taking on a relevant role for the optimization of DBS.4

To better understand the clinical–spectral relationships,
the characterization of biomarkers should expand toward
the anatomical domain of their distribution within the
target structure. It is already well described that beta
activity is preferentially located in the dorsolateral motor
region of the subthalamic nucleus (STN),3,25-28 but the
spatial metrics and topography of the broad range of
spectral biomarkers are not yet fully understood. In this
study, we investigated a large data set of PD patients
implanted with multicontact DBS leads to characterize
and clinically validate the spectral topography of a wide
range of frequency bands within the STN for the optimi-
zation of next-generation sensing-based DBS.

Patients and Methods
Patients and Surgery

We screened consecutive PD patients who underwent
STN DBS surgery at the University Hospital in Bern
from December 2015 to December 2021, in whom
local field potentials (LFP) were recorded at rest and
who signed the general consent (ethics approval,
2017-00551). A total of 70 patients (130 hemispheres)
were included after applying these criteria (Fig. S1).
The cohort entailed 42 male and 28 female patients,
with a mean age of 61.9 � 9.5 years at surgery and a
mean disease duration of 9.6 � 4.5 years. All patients
were implanted with the Boston Vercise Cartesia direc-
tional leads (Boston Scientific Cartesia, Marlborough,
MA). The DBS target was identified on the T2-sequence
of the preoperative 3-T magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) and preoperative stereotactic computed tomog-
raphy (CT) scans (Leksell G frame) using Brainlab Ele-
ments software (Brainlab AG, Munich, Germany).
Intraoperative targeting was optimized by microelec-
trode recordings (MER) and selective test stimulation.

LFP Recordings and Signal Processing
Monopolar resting-state LFPs were recorded during

awake DBS surgery from all contacts simultaneously for
a mean duration of 86 seconds (range: 15–186 seconds)
after placing the DBS lead in its final position (see details
in Supplementary Material). Dopaminergic medication
was withdrawn before surgery (levodopa [L-dopa]:
12 hours, dopamine agonists: 48 hours). LFPs were nor-
malized for each channel separately by subtracting its
mean and dividing by the standard deviation (SD) of the
905- to 945-Hz band-pass-filtered signal.29 The signals
were then down-sampled to 800 Hz, high-pass filtered at
0.5 Hz, and notch filtered at 50 Hz and its harmonics
(up to 400 Hz). The power spectral density (PSD) was
estimated for the following 10 frequency sub-bands:
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delta (1–3.5 Hz), theta (4–7 Hz), alpha (8–12 Hz), low-
beta (LB, 13–20 Hz), high-beta (HB, 21–30 Hz), low-
gamma (LG, 31–45 Hz), high-gamma (HG, 60–90 Hz),
fast-gamma (FG, 110–140 Hz), SHFO (202–298 Hz),
and FHFO (302–390 Hz) (Fig. 1A). To further increase
the comparability across hemispheres, the PSD of a given
spectral feature was normalized over the mean PSD of
the same features across all contacts of a given DBS lead.
In a further subanalysis, we computed the anatomical
hot spot of the single frequency (�2.5 Hz) with maxi-
mum power in the beta-frequency band, separately for
each hemisphere. This was then compared to the loca-
tion of the LB and HB hot spots.

Localization of DBS Contacts
The postoperative localization of DBS contacts was

performed using the Lead-DBS toolbox in MATLAB.30

Preoperative MRI and postoperative CT scans were
coregistered and normalized to the Montreal Neurolog-
ical Institute (MNI) space (MNI152 NLIN 2009b).31

Contacts from both hemispheres were projected onto
the right STN (DISTAL atlas32) using a nonlinear flip
function (further details in Supplementary Material).
We also quantified the potential deviations from the
surgically intended lead orientation. This showed an
average deviation of 26.96� from the surgically
intended orientation without preferential direction,
which is in the range of previous reports.33 The detailed
approach and results are presented in the Supplemen-
tary Material.

Postoperative Clinical Assessment
Patients underwent a monopolar contact review con-

ducted by specialized DBS staff blinded to LFPs, and

FIG. 1. Computation of the STN spectral topography. (A) Schematic illustration of the DBS electrode relative to the STN for an exemplary hemisphere;
the contacts localized inside the STN are in red (left). The corresponding power spectra for the contacts inside the STN are reported for different spec-
tral ranges (right): delta- (1–3.5 Hz), theta- (4–7 Hz), alpha- (8–12 Hz), LB- (13–20 Hz), HB- (21–30 Hz), LG- (31–45 Hz), HG- (60–90 Hz), FG- (110–
140 Hz), slow high-frequency oscillations (SHFO, 202–298 Hz), and fast high-frequency oscillations (FHFO, 302–390 Hz). (B) 3D scatter plot of the con-
tacts of the entire cohort inside (red, n = 611) and outside (black, n = 398) the STN. (C) A weighted kernel density estimator was used to compute the
spatial probability density distribution (pdf [probability density function]) of the spectral sub-bands across the three anatomical axes (right). The maxi-
mum value (dashed lines) corresponds to the center of the spatial hot spot. PSD, power spectral density; DBS, deep brain stimulation; D, delta; T,
theta; A, alpha; LB, low-beta; HB, high-beta; LG, low-gamma; HG, high-gamma; FG, fast-gamma; SHFO, slow high-frequency oscillations; FHFO, fast
high-frequency oscillations; STN, subthalamic nuclei; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute space. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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this took place on average 5 months (range: 3–
10 months) after surgery. The clinical assessment was
focused on upper-limb rigidity testing in the off medica-
tion state (>12 hours of L-dopa and >48 hours of dopa-
mine agonist withdrawal), as this clinical sign is
considered the most sensitive for indexing the DBS
response during the monopolar contact review.34 The
effect threshold, that is, current necessary to completely
relieve rigidity or to obtain the best-achievable improve-
ment, was determined by increasing the amplitude in
0.5-mA steps, whereas the stimulation frequency and
pulse width were kept constant at 130 Hz and 60 μs.
The “clinical efficacy” (CE) was then defined by the fol-
lowing equation3,4:

Clinical efficacy CEð Þ¼
100� rigidity at baseline� rigidity at effect thresholdð Þ

rigidity at baseline� current at effect threshold

Localization of Spectral Hot Spots and Focality
Calculation

To determine the spectral topography of the STN, we
considered only contacts localized inside the normalized
STN (605 of 1009 contacts) and, furthermore, only
hemispheres with at least two contacts inside the STN
(n = 115 hemispheres, 68 patients) (Fig. 1). For each
DBS lead we then selected the contact with the highest
power for each sub-band (Fig. 1A). Using the coordi-
nates and weighted power of these contacts, we com-
puted a multivariate kernel density estimation (kde) of
the position of maximum power for each sub-band.35

The hot spot center position for each frequency band in
each axis was defined as the maximum value of the
probability density function (pdf) distribution
(Fig. 1C). For focality computation we first grouped
again the contacts with the highest power for each sub-
band and DBS lead. Then we calculated the variance of
the distances of this contact pool and compared this to
the variance of distances of the total group of contacts
inside STN.

Overlap of Clinical and Spectral Hot Spots
The clinical hot spot, indicative of the DBS response,

was computed using the CE following the same meth-
odological steps as presented earlier for the spectral hot
spots. The following criteria were applied in addition:
only hemispheres with at least one point in MDS-
UPDRS-III (Movement Disorder Society-Sponsored
Revision of the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating
Scale, Part III) upper-limb rigidity at baseline were
included (n = 86 hemispheres, ie, 92%, see Fig. S1).
If more than one contact per DBS lead shared the

same level of CE, their mean anatomical position was

used as input for the clinical hot spot calculation.
Results were also generated for using a minimum of
two-point rigidity at baseline. To compute the amount
of overlap (OVL) between the different spectral hot
spots and the clinical hot spot, we first modeled the
STN volume as 60 � 60 � 60 3D grid (total: 53,100
grid points). Second, we modeled the spectral and clini-
cal hot spots as 3D ellipsoids, based on the center of
their hot spot and the axis lengths defined as the mean
absolute distance between the hot spot and all the coor-
dinates generated by the kde. The shared STN volume
(grid points) between the spectral and clinical hot spots
was then quantified.

Spatial Metrics to Predict the Clinical
Response to DBS

To evaluate the predictive value of the spectral topo-
graphic map for the clinical response to DBS, we
implemented a two-step contact prediction pipeline
(see Fig. 5A). The cohort of hemispheres was ran-
domly separated into a training data set (66.7%, 57 of
86 hemispheres) and a test data set (33.3%, 28 of
86 hemispheres). The feature set (predictors) cor-
responded to the normalized (z scored) Euclidean dis-
tance of the stimulation contacts to the center of the
anatomical hot spots of the 10 sub-bands. The out-
come of the prediction was the normalized (z scored)
CE. In the first step, we determined the predictive
weights (ie, standardized correlation coefficients) of
the feature set. For this, we opted to use an elastic net
regression36 with a fivefold cross-validation in the
training data set (see Supplementary Material for fur-
ther details). The predictive weights reflect the amount
and direction of the relationship between the features
set (predictors) and the CE and are expressed by the
model in a standardized scale, as the input to the
model was normalized (z scored). In the second step of
this prediction pipeline, we applied the output from
step 1 (predictive weights of the feature set) on the test
data set to predict the clinical response (CE) to DBS.
We then derived the predicted clinical response for the
four best features. To increase the generalizability of
this prediction method, the entire pipeline was
repeated for 1000 iterations, with random allocation
of patients to the test and training data sets. In paral-
lel, for each iteration, we also computed the contact
prediction expected by chance by shuffling the
contact-related predictors for each hemisphere before
applying the same two-step prediction pipeline.

Statistical Analyses
Statistical analyses were performed using MATLAB

(2020b; Mathworks, Natick, MA). To determine
whether the spectral hot spot locations were different
from a random distribution, we compared them to
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critical values corresponding to the 5% significance
level (2-tailed) of the surrogate distributions (1000 sur-
rogate distributions of coordinates, n = 115 contacts
each). The distances between all different pairwise com-
binations of hot spots were tested against the null distri-
bution of differences obtained from the random
surrogate distributions. P-values were corrected using
the Benjamini–Hochberg procedure. To statistically
characterize the focality of the sub-band to the total
group, we performed a two-sample F-test for equal var-
iances. A repeated-measures analysis of variance was
used to test the predicted CE across the four best fea-
tures, whereas a paired-sample t-test was used for single
comparison against the outcome of the random predic-
tion. P-values from the focality and clinical prediction
tests were corrected for multiple comparisons using
Bonferroni correction.

Results
Heterogeneous Spatial Distribution of Spectral

Hot Spots
A main aim of this work was to determine if and to

what degree a set of spectral features, ranging from the
delta band through HFO, are spatially segregated
within the STN in PD (Fig. 1B). To compute the spec-
tral hot spot distribution, we selected separately for
each sub-band the single contact inside the STN with
the highest power. Figure 2 shows the spatial distribu-
tion of the spectral hot spots across the x (ie, medial–
lateral), y (ie, posterior–anterior), and z (ie, inferior–
superior) axes and the comparison against a surrogate
distribution and between themselves. This revealed a
spatial segregation of the spectral hot spots, which is
most evident in the inferior–superior axis. More

FIG. 2. Spatial distribution of spectral hot spots. (A) Top, spectral distribution of spectral sub-bands within the three anatomical axes and relative to the
random surrogate distributions (dotted lines; critical values α = [0.025, 0.975], gray bars; histograms of the random surrogate distributions). A spatial
segregation of the spectral hot spots from the random distribution is evident in both the inferior–superior and posterior–anterior axes. LB and HB hot
spots are localized more superiorly, whereas FG and SHFO are localized more inferiorly relative to the random surrogate distribution. HG and FG hot
spots are localized more posteriorly. (B) The absolute distance (mm) between the position of all the spectral hot spots within the three anatomical axes
(*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, after false discovery rate correction). The maximum and significant center-to-center distance in the medial–lateral axis was found
between the LB and FG hot spots, in the posterior-anterior axis between HB and FG and in the inferior–superior axis between LB and SHFO. D, delta;
T, theta; A, alpha; LB, low-beta; HB, high-beta; LG, low-gamma; HG, high-gamma; FG, fast-gamma; SHFO, slow high-frequency oscillation; FHFO, fast
high-frequency oscillation; NS, nonsignificant. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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specifically, the spatial hot spots of HG, FG, and
SHFO are localized more inferiorly compared to the
LB and HB hot spots. This segregation reaches a maxi-
mum distance of 1.98 mm (P < 0.001) between the
centers of the LB and SHFO hot spot. In the posterior-
anterior axis we found the HG, FG, and SHFO hot
spots localized more posterior in comparison to the
random distribution. The largest segregation in the
posterior-anterior axis was between the HB and FG
hot spots with a center-to-center distance of 0.83 mm
(P < 0.001). In the medial–lateral axis no spectral hot
spot was significantly differently distributed compared
to the random distribution. Nevertheless, the within-
hot spot segregation revealed a maximum center-to-
center distance between the LB and FG hot spots of
0.46 mm (ns), with the LB hot spot being localized
more laterally. To confirm that the topographic distri-
bution is not simply a consequence of signal
processing and normalization, we replicated the pipe-
line without any prior normalization of the signals,
which provided similar results (Fig. S2). Even if com-
puting the spectral topography using the entire cohort
of contacts, thus including contacts localized outside
the STN, the relative spectral hot spot distribution is

preserved, with only one hot spot (alpha band) falling
slightly outside the inferior border of the normalized
STN (Fig. S4). Separately we computed the hot spot of
the individual maximum beta-power hot spot, which
localizes more lateral than the random distribution but
remains comparable to the LB and the HB hot spots
(Fig. S2).

Hot spot Focality within the STN
After localizing the spectral hot spots within the

STN, we further investigated how spatially cir-
cumscribed they are. We found that the focality is not
only frequency specific but also dependent on the ana-
tomical axes (Fig. 3A). In the following we report on
the sub-bands that are spatially more circumscribed
(more focal) than the total group of contacts localized
within the STN. In the medial–lateral axis, the distribu-
tions in the delta (0.75 variance [mm2]), theta (0.74),
alpha (0.77), HB (0.77), LG (0.81), and FHFOs (0.82)
are more focal compared to the total group (0.85). In
the posterior–anterior axis only the distribution of the
FHFO (0.95) sub-band is more circumscribed than the
total group (1.05), whereas in the inferior–superior

FIG. 3. Spatial focality. (A) Spatial extent (focality) of the hot spots across the three specific axes. The dotted line represents the level of variance in the total group
of contacts inside the STN (subthalamic nucleus). Delta, theta, alpha, HB, LG, and FHFO are more focal compared to the total group in the medial–lateral axis. In
the posterior–anterior axis only FHFO is more focal than the total group. FG is more focal in the inferior–superior axis. (B) Color bars showing the level of focality
for the Euclidean distances (composite of all axes) for the 10 sub-bands. LB shows the most spread distribution compared to all the other sub-bands, whereas
FHFO shows themost circumscribed activity (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.001); D, delta; T, theta; A, alpha; LB, low-beta; HB, high-beta; LG, low-gamma; HG, high-gamma;
FG, fast-gamma; SHFO, slow high-frequency oscillation; FHFO, fast high frequency oscillations. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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axis only the FG distribution (1.22) is more focal com-
pared to the total group (1.30). Finally, considering
the Euclidean distance as a composite measure for all

three axes, none of the spectral feature is more focal
than the total group, but the low beta-activity distribu-
tion shows the widest spread (1.81), whereas FHFO

FIG. 4. Overlap (OVL) of clinical and spectral hot spots. (A) 2D probabilistic representation of a selection of representative spectral (ie, LB, HB, FG, and
SHFO) and CE hot spots within the STN grid. In the top-right subplot depicting the inferior–superior and medial–lateral axes, the CE hot spot is covered
by the spectral hot spots given its more posterior location. (B) Bar plot showing the percentage OVL between the spectral hot spot and clinical hot
spot. Black line, shaded area, and dotted line represent the mean, SD (standard deviation), and critical values (α = [0.025, 0.975]) of the random surro-
gate distribution. The LB and HB sub-bands share the largest volume with the clinical hot spot, and HG, FG, and SHFO share the lowest volume. (C)
Color plot showing the percentage OVL between the spectral hot spots. Black dot indicates the mean level of OVL with the SD of the random surrogate
distribution. (D) Linear regression (red line) with 95% confidence boundaries (dashed purple lines) calculated between spectral hot spots grouped
according to 1/f (x-axis) and the percentage OVL (y-axis). Spectrally neighboring sub-bands show a higher spatial OVL. STN, subthalamic nuclei; D,
delta; T, theta; A, alpha; LB, low-beta; HB, high-beta; LG, low-gamma; HG, high-gamma; FG, fast-gamma; SHFO, slow high-frequency oscillation;
FHFO, fast high-frequency oscillation; CE, clinical efficacy. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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(1.43) is the most focal compared to all other sub-
bands (Fig. 3B).

Spectral–Clinical Topographic Map
To estimate the spatial relationship between the mul-

tiple spectral hot spots and the CE hot spot, we
modeled the hot spot volumes and computed the per-
centage of spatial OVL between these regions (Fig. 4A).
Both the LB (52.05%) and HB (52.93%) sub-bands
shared the largest volume with the clinical hot spot
(Fig. 4B). The opposite result was found for HG
(4.62%), FG (0.05%), and SHFO (0%), which shared
the significantly lowest amount of anatomical space
with the clinical hot spot. Even when following a more

conservative approach by including hemispheres with a
minimum of two-point rigidity at baseline (instead of
one), the results were similar (Fig. S3). The percentage
OVL across the sub-bands was highest for spectrally
neighboring bands (eg, 79% for alpha/theta) and lowest
for spectrally distant bands (eg, 3% for LB/SHFO). The
OVL across random surrogate hot spots was constant
with a mean percentage OVL of 58.2% � 13
(mean � SD, Fig. 4C).

Spectral Topography to Predict the Clinical
Response to DBS

Finally, we tested whether the spectral topographic
map determined on a training data set is predictive for

FIG. 5. STN (subthalamic nucleus) spectral topography and DBS outcome prediction. (A) Schematic summarizing the two-step contact prediction pipeline
for the clinical response to DBS based on spectral topography. The predictive weights (w) of the features, determined as distances (d) of the stimulation con-
tacts relative to the spectral hot spot centers of the 10 sub-bands, were calculated in the train data set. These were used on the test data set to predict the
clinical response to DBS. (B) Predictive weights (w) derived from the train data set (66.6%) for the 10 predictor variables and ranked according to the predic-
tive value from high to low. Each dot represents a single-fitted coefficient associated to the regression between the predictor variables and the outcome for
the different iterations (n = 1000). The four most predictive features are LB (negative predictive weight), SHFO (negative predictive weight), HB (negative pre-
dictive weight), and FG (positive predictive weight). (C) Clinical efficacy predicted on the hold-out set (33.3%) by the algorithm and illustrated for the four best
features. All the four best-ranked features significantly outperformed the prediction by chance. Significance levels against the random distribution are indi-
cated on top, and significance levels of the comparison of the predictive value between features are indicated below the boxplots (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.001,
and ***P < 0.0001); boxplots indicate the median, the 25th and 75th percentiles, and 1.5 interquartile range. d, distance; w, weight; DBS, deep brain
stimulation; D, delta; T, theta; A, alpha; LB, low-beta; HB, high-beta; LG, low-gamma; HG, high-gamma; FG, fast-gamma; SHFO, slow high-frequency oscil-
lation; FHFO, fast high-frequency oscillation; Rand, random surrogate distribution. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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the DBS outcome of the naive test data set, with the
prediction based on the distances of the contacts rela-
tive to the spectral hot spots (Fig. 5A). Using an elastic
net regression model (Fig. S4), we first determined the
predictive weight of the features (ie, distances to the hot
spots for the 10 sub-bands) and ranked them according
to their absolute predictive value from high to low
(Fig. 5B). The four most predictive features for contacts
with a high CE were LB (positive predictive weight),
SHFO (negative predictive weight), HB (positive predic-
tive weight), and FG (negative predictive weight).
Finally, Figure 5C shows the predicted CE for the four
highest-ranked features as follows: first: 37.2% � 3.2;
second: 38.3% � 3.8; third: 37.5% � 3.9; and fourth:
37.2% � 4.2; all significantly outperformed the predic-
tion by chance 30.3% � 2.6 (P < 0.001).

Discussion

In this work, we present the spectral and clinical
topography of the STN on a large cohort of PD patients
implanted with multicontact DBS leads, thereby consid-
ering a wide range of spectral bands. We found that
spectral features ranging from the delta-frequency band
through HFOs are topographically segregated within
the STN and may further differentiate in their spatial
focality. The projection of both the spectral and clinical
hot spots into the STN revealed a varying degree of
spatial OVL, highest for the LB hot spot and lowest for
the SHFO hot spot. Finally, the distance between the
DBS-lead contacts and the spectral hot spots is predic-
tive for the rigidity response to DBS, which supports
the clinical utility of the spectral STN topography.

Spatial Segregation and Properties of Spectral
Biomarkers

The functional topography of the STN is of major
interest to guide advanced therapies such as DBS and
highly focused ultrasound and to explain the clinical
and behavioral characteristics of patients with PD. In
fact, the present work shows that spectral LFP features
may have a segregated location within the STN, which
was most pronounced between the beta and FG/SHFO
sub-bands. The inverse functional relationship between
these two frequency bands is well described in the liter-
ature, with an anti-kinetic role attributed to beta and a
prokinetic role attributed to gamma and higher fre-
quencies.14,37-39 Importantly, with the present findings
we may provide an anatomical explanation for this
inverse spectral–clinical relationship, as both sub-bands
are spatially segregated within the STN. The beta hot
spot is localized more superior in the motor STN rela-
tive to other spectral bands, thereby sharing the largest
volume with the CE hot spot. The higher-frequency hot
spots are localized more medial, inferior, and posterior

to the beta hot spot. Although the anatomical positions
of the LB and HB hot spots are comparable to previous
work of comparable cohort size,40 it is worth mention-
ing that the results of the topographic distribution
across the different bands within the STN were not con-
sistent with all previous reports. Some studies found the
power of higher-frequency bands (eg, HG and HFO)
recorded from both DBS electrodes and microelectrodes
to be more prominent in the ventral STN.24,27,41 Other
studies located the higher frequencies more superior to
the beta hot spot, toward the dorsal border of
STN.42,43 Such discrepancies may be attributed to mul-
tiple factors, such as the sample size, the resolution of
the recording hardware (microelectrodes, segmented
contacts, and ring contacts), and the recording montage
(monopolar vs. bipolar). In particular, the use of DBS
ring contacts with bipolar recording montage may not
perfectly localize the source origin of neuronal oscilla-
tions44 and be confounded by different spectral or con-
nectivity properties.45 The present work incorporates
the so-far largest spectral range of features, extracted
from monopolar signals recorded via multicontact DBS
leads. And in fact, the low- to high-frequency spatial
distribution of power found here was similar to Zaidel
et al, a study conducted using high-resolution MER on
a similarly large data set.27

But what is giving rise to such a spectral topographic
map in the STN? As part of the basal ganglia cortical
loop, the STN is functionally connected to different
brain regions that require a specialized microarchitecture
with distinct firing characteristic.46-50 Moreover, subre-
gions with specific frequency distributions and
somatotopic and functional representations (motor, asso-
ciative, and limbic) can be delineated at the cortical
level,51-53 which to a varying degree are also preserved
throughout the cortical–subcortical loops.54-60 The
intrinsic organization of the brain combining neuronal
segregation and integration within and across different
networks facilitates adaptive control and may ultimately
give rise to such differentiated spectral-spatial brain char-
acteristics.61,62 In addition to the spatial segregation of
hot spots, the different sub-bands differentiate in other
spatial properties such as their degrees of focality. Here
we found that beta activity was spatially more spread in
comparison to all other spectral features. This may be
because beta activity is a prevalent spectral feature
related to motor processing with a dominant presence in
the motor part of the STN.63 However, the more spread
distribution could also be the consequence of the dopa-
minergic deficiency attributed to PD.64 In fact, it remains
to be seen whether spatial spread of local and long-range
beta synchronization65,66 expands with disease progres-
sion and whether this follows any specific anatomical
pattern. In contrast, higher-frequency bands, such as FG
and HFO, were spatially more circumscribed and may
represent more organized interactions of a local
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ensemble within STN.24,67,68 The temporal interaction
between frequency bands, which is well established for
the phase amplitude coupling between beta oscillations
and the HFOs,18,23,69,70 could further be elaborated
across spectra and with regard to their topographic
properties.

Toward Automatization of DBS Programming
One clinical application of brain sense technology is

to inform DBS programming.3-5,71 Our spectral
topography–based DBS response prediction confirms
the utility of STN beta activity to identify the optimal
stimulation site to improve rigidity or bradykinesia as
indexed by other studies.3-5,27,72-74 Although recent
publications suggested HB activity to be more predic-
tive for optimal stimulation contact,40,75 we found that
LB activity still outperformed HB activity with regard
to rigidity improvement, whereas both features were
part of the four most predictive ones. The more inferi-
orly localized high-frequency features, particularly
SHFO activity, have a strong negative predictive power
for the rigidity based–DBS outcome, which is in line
with previous data.4,76 Thus, according to the present
results, we may assume that DBS programming for con-
trolling motor impairment, presently indexed as the
level of rigidity, could rely on both beta oscillations and
SHFOs. Moreover, it needs to be considered that the
implementation of brain-sensing is not top priority for
all different neurostimulator manufacturers and it may
be limited by signal artifacts or other technical causes
in individual subjects.77,78 For these scenarios, a spec-
tral topographic map may still be informative as a ref-
erence atlas tool to inform multicontact DBS
programming, alone or in conjunction with imaging,
modeling, or wearable tools.4,6,32,79,80

Impact on aDBS
What does the spectral topographic distribution

imply for the design of aDBS? The feedback signal that
drives aDBS should have the best-possible signal-to-
noise ratio to trigger stimulation accurately.77 There-
fore, the optimal montage of the recording contacts rel-
ative to the signal source is one important determinant.
Although aDBS control policies based on beta activity
are closest to clinical implementation,2,7 future aDBS
algorithms may be improved by incorporating other
neurophysiological markers with potentially distinct
spatial and temporal properties.8,81,82 Considering the
2 mm group-level distance found between the beta and
FG hot spots would imply that the optimal aDBS
recording setup for controlling hypokinetic symptoms
(eg, beta-frequency range) might be different from
tremor/dyskinesia control (higher-frequency range). In
addition, both low- and high-frequency features can be
inversely and accurately indicative of the control of the

same symptom, and such bivalent clinical–spectral rela-
tionship could be advantageous for future aDBS control
algorithms. Moreover, the versatility of the stimulation-
recording configuration at the level of the subcortical
DBS target structure is limited, and future alternative
setups may include cortical sensing combined with sub-
cortical stimulation in line with the functional topogra-
phy of the STN.83,84

Limitations
The topographic distribution presented in this work

primarily covers the more dorsal part of the STN,
which corresponds to the surgical target region for DBS
in PD. The clinical assessment during the monopolar
contact review is limited to upper-limb rigidity assess-
ment, which is considered the most sensitive clinical
sign for the monopolar contact review.34 Testing the
multicontact DBS response for a broad range of clinical
symptoms would not have been practically feasible.
However, the spectral and clinical topography of other
motor and non-motor symptoms may follow a distinct
pattern58,85 and require dedicated studies. Furthermore,
the spectral topography was established for the off
dopaminergic and resting state; however, it is possible
that spatial properties might change depending on the
medication and activity states. The exact definitions of
the frequency boundaries are somehow arbitrary and
may slightly vary in comparison to previous literature.
Future spectral topographic investigations could focus
on the individually most informative frequency compo-
nents that could be detected using methods such as hid-
den Markov modeling.86 Because the LFPs were
recorded intraoperatively after the MER was per-
formed, we cannot exclude some reduction in the
signal-to-noise ratio due the lesion effect.87 Further-
more, minor deviations in lead orientation after lead
insertion could have affected the accuracy of the topo-
graphic distribution in the horizontal plane.33 Finally,
anatomical group analyses were possible only after spa-
tial normalization and projection of contact coordinates
into the MNI space, which may have introduced some
distortion of the lead–STN anatomical relationship in
some hemispheres.

Conclusions and Outlook

In conclusion, with the present work we complement
the spectral biomarker landscape with the
corresponding spatial properties within the STN and
demonstrate that this spectral topography of the STN
can inform about the response to DBS. This adds to a
better understanding of the functional and spectral
architecture of the STN and may inspire future clinical–
anatomical mapping studies using DBS or high-inten-
sity-focused ultrasound to provide an even-finer
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granularity for such multimodal maps.58 The spectral
topography of the STN may serve as a tool to guide
patient-tailored intervention such as advanced multi-
contact programming and next-generation sensing-
based DBS.
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